Company Name:

Bespoke Gas Ltd

Primary Trade:

Gas Engineers/Servicing

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Anthony Stark

Full Address:

24 Holmesland Drive
Botley
Southampton
Hampshire

Postcode:

SO30 2SH

Contact Telephone:

01489 307930

Contact Email:

BuyWithConfidence@bespokegas.co.uk
Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.bespokegas.co.uk

Company Number:

09739590

Contact Mobile:

07737 045107

Our family-run business specialises in supplying, installing and maintaining quality boilers
Comments:
and heating systems to homes and businesses in the Southampton, Eastleigh, Portsmouth, Winchester and New
Forest areas. From domestic to light commercial installation and repairs, we can satisfy all of your requirements.
To move towards a warmer and brighter future, please contact us today and one of our friendly team will guide
you through the whole process, from home & family survey, through specification and on to installation and
servicing of your new boiler.
All of our engineers have qualified expertise in working on gas, oil and LPG appliances, installing underfloor
heating and unvented cylinders and providing plumbing work.
Services Provided:
Gas Engineers/Servicing
Heating - Oil Fired Boilers / Installation & Domestic Fuels
Heating Services
Plumbers / Plumbing
Radiators - Retail/Sales
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

20

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
21-Feb-2022

Whenever we have a plumbing emergency we call
Bespoke. Their service is impeccable (Kate is just
superb) and they give us the quickest service they can.
The work Ryan performed on the day was really
excellent. He arrived on time (not always a factor you
can rely on within the service industry) even giving
text updates in terms of how far away he was. We are
always so impressed by their service and of course we
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will definitely use them again when the need arises.
06-Feb-2022

Bespoke Gas Ltd fitted a Worcester Bosch Greenstar
8000 Style and powerflushed our system. The boiler
was relocated from a kitchen cupboard to the airing
cupboard. Anthony and his team were on time, and
their workmanship was excellent. They left everything
clean after each day and covered all our floors and
work areas before starting work. For 2 full days they
didn't stop!!! I would truly recommend Bespoke Gas
Ltd to anyone who needs assistance with their heating
system. We now have a modern boiler system and my
attic is clear of 2 water tanks. Thank you Anthony.

28-Jan-2022

First class service as usual, curtious professional and
thorough. Would use none other.

26-Jan-2022

Since my last input on the services of Bespoke Gas
Limited, I have been unfortunate in experiencing two
further water leaks. On both occasions the leaks were
discovered late on a cold, dreary and thoroughly
unpleasant winter's afternoon. As always, the response
from Bespoke Gas was nothing short of brilliant. While
one leak was thankfully slow and easily containable
and therefore non urgent, the second was most
definitely not, taking out all hot water and central
heating. Anthony Stark yet again proved his
outstanding dedication to his profession and customers
with a response that was more that anyone could have
wished for.

23-Dec-2021
23-Dec-2021
04-Dec-2021

Very positive experience from start to finish.

10-Nov-2021

Excellent as always. Very friendly and helpful.

02-Nov-2021

I have utilised the services of Bespoke Gas Limited for
several years, more recently in rectifying a water leak
in my gas boiler, discovered over a weekend. As always
the response was excellent underlying the company
status as a 'Premier' local company providing
outstanding quality in all they undertake. Professionally
led by Anthony, his loyal, experienced and
knowledgeable teams approach is clear, put the
customer first in undertaking whatever challenge is
presented. Do not waste unnecessary time and effort
seeking alternative quotes for planned or emergency,
large or small, difficulty or simple plumbing and
heating tasks: Bespoke Gas Limited will, and do,
deliver immeasurable 'Value for Money'. Contact
Bespoke Gas Limited, safe in the knowledge that a
quality service will be delivered.

24-Sep-2021

Dealing with this company is a pleasure. Everything is
very organised and nothing is left to chance. Contact is
very efficient but not intrusive or too frequent. The job
was done well. We will use this company again for the
next service.

13-Sep-2021

Helpful and considerate of our needs. Fuss free, clean
and tidy.
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13-Sep-2021

Helpful and considerate of our needs. Fuss free, clean
and tidy.

29-Aug-2021

This firm is a real find! So very pleased we used them.
They are technically highly competent, courteous,
helpful, tidy, and thoughtful. Seriously, if you want a
new boiler or work done on your gas installation, look
no further!

27-Aug-2021

We had our oil tank replaced which also involved
removing supporting pillars and installing a new base.
We were impressed by the level of consideration that
we received. The work was carried out to a high
standard.

17-Aug-2021

The usual excellent service from Bespoke Gas. On
time, on the ball, in the know.

02-Mar-2021

I can only comment on the quotation process at this
stage which was impressive. The level of knowledge
presented and willingness to explain options and
reasons behind various processes was great. All
aspects were openly discussed, recommendations
made but not forced and pricing variance laid out. Time
was also taken to quickly respond to some further
questions by email afterwards.

02-Mar-2021

Excellent service, always go above and beyond.

02-Mar-2021

We received excellent service. Prompt reply to my
enquiry and a very quick appointment booked. Mr
Stark was professional and provided an excellent
service, resulting in our boiler being promptly fixed. We
were very happy with the service and would
recommend to others.

02-Mar-2021

Excellent service, very capable engineers and very
good customer service no matter how busy they are.

02-Mar-2021

Prompt courteous trustworthy good quality
workmanship.
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